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MINUTES OF THE NOVEMBER 7, 2019 TARS MEETING

Compiled and Submitted by:  Tom Brooks (K4TB) – TARS Secretary
Call to Order:  President Phil (Chief) Fusilier (KA5USN) at 7:00 PM
Guests/Visitors:   Kris Reeves (K1KMR), Dave Lowe (KD4INR), Jerry Smith
(KB4KSL), and Don Hartshorne (no call sign).  

Program:  Paul Coley, CEO of Scent Evidence K9, an investigative service based
in Tallahassee and specializing in training and using dogs to assist in searches for
missing persons, provided and overview of how the company trains and employs
dogs to help law enforcement across the country.  He explained the difference
between tracking dogs, and Scent Evidence’s search dogs, which is in the matter of
to which scents they react.  Paul gave some examples of how their dogs have been
used successfully in recent missing person incidents.  He advocates the use of
“Scent Kits”, which his company sells, to preserve the scent of a loved one to assist
the search dogs if ever that person goes missing.
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Business Committees:
Treasury Report:  Treasurer Gerry Gross (WA6POZ):  Accepted as reported in the
October 2019 Printed Circuit on the website.  Current balances are:  Checking
$2,308.27, Savings $3,101.13, Total $5,409.40.
Minutes:  Secretary Tom Brooks (K4TB):  Approved as published in the October
2019 Printed Circuit.
Education and Testing:  Education Coordinator Phil Ashler, N4IPH, reporting for
himself and Testing Coordinator Norm Scholer (K4GFD) who was not present,
said classes and testing were held on November 2nd with 6 people taking tests,
resulting in 3 passing.  Phil said that thanks to Norm the successful students
received their licenses the next Monday.  The new licensees are:  Jody Clark
(KN6FKS), Jesse Wade (KN4ZOL), and James White (KN4ZOM).  Phil said the
next session would be December 3rd.  He thanked Norm and Vice President Todd
Clark (KN4FCC) for their help with the past session.
Repeaters:  Repeater Coordinator Randy Pierce (AG4UU), said the Fusion repeater
was repaired but not on line yet.  The other club repeaters are working well. 
SARNET’s 36 sites are up except for Jacksonville due to a power problem, and
Gainesville for an unknown problem.  

Old Business:
Auction:  At the meeting Gerry auctioned several radios and other items for the
club raising approximately $450.00.
Spaghetti 100 Bicycle Tour:  Stan (K4SBZ) said that the event is November 9th
and we have 15-16 volunteers and could use one more to fill the fixed posts as well
as the 3 mobile units to support for the event.  He asked for more volunteers.
Election:  Nominations chairman Chuck Basham (AI4KA) lead the election which
was conducted at the meeting and resulted in the following Board for 2020 by vote
of the TARS members present:
President:  Don Pace, KK4SIH
Vice-President:  Todd Clark, KF4FCC
Treasurer:  Doug Ferrell, KD4MOJ
Secretary:  Tom Brooks, K4TB
Member-at-Large:  Phil (Chief) Fusilier, KA5USN

Field Day 2020:  Theo Titus (K4MVL) said that the CW Station team was ready to
go forward with Field Day if it can be at Tom Brown Park.  Chief said he would
put in the request for the park to the County.  Theo encouraged new participants.
Cub Scout Family Weekend at Wallwood Boy Scout Reservation:   Tom reported
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that the event did not happen last month due to the storm that came that weekend. 
Instead it will be held on November 16th.  He recapped the plans.
Holiday Dinner:  Gerry reminded everyone that the event will be in lieu of the club
meeting and invited anyone who hasn’t signed up to do so if they want to go.  He
said the date of the dinner is Dec. 5th.

New Business:  None
Announcements:  None
Open Discussion:  Chief thanked the members for allowing him to be president for
the past two years.

Adjournment – The meeting was adjourned at 8:33 pm.

Treasurer’s Report

Recipts Derived From:

Members Dues:  $               -    $         840.00 

Members
Dues(2020):

 $       160.00  $         260.00 

Fifty/Fifty  $         20.00  $         251.00 

Donation  $         23.03  $      1,032.43 

Veteran's Radio
Fund

 $               -    $                -   

Field Day Radio
Fund

 $       435.00  $         480.00 

Interest (Savings)  $             1.62 

Total  $       638.03  $      2,865.05 

Expenditures:

American Red
Cross:

 $               -    $                -   

Fifty-Fifty  $               -    $           25.00 

ARRL Insurance  $               -    $                -   

TARS & Feathers
Plaque

 $               -    $                -   

Storage & Supplies  $               -    $         284.41 

Field Day  $               -    $         160.25 

VE Expenses  $               -    $                -   
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Tower Maintenance  $               -    $      4,000.00 

Florida Dept of
State

 $               -    $           61.25 

Post Office Box:  $               -    $         140.00 

Total:  $               -    $      4,670.91 

Transfer Checking -> Savings:

Endding Balances - Nov 19, 2019:

Cash on hand  $               -    $                -   

Checking Account  $    2,946.30  $      2,946.30 

Savings Account  $    3,101.13  $      3,101.13 

Total  $    6,047.43  $      6,047.43 

*Veteran's Radio Fund  $         500.00 

*Field Day Radio Fund  $         697.00 

*Funds included in endding Balance

NEW Director and Vice Director elected for Southeastern Division 

Gerry, WA6POZ, passed along this information regarding the recent elections for
Director and Vice Director for the Southeastern Division for the ARRL Board of
Directors:

A new Director and Vice Director have been elected in the ARRL’s Southeastern
Division, based on results from ballot tabulations on Friday, November 15, in the
2019 ARRL Board of Director elections. Mickey Baker, N4MB, defeated
incumbent Director Greg Sarratt, W4OZK, 2,132 votes to 1739 votes. Also,
challenger James Schilling, KG4JSZ, (1,356 votes)  defeated incumbent Vice
Director Joseph Tiritilli, N4ZUW, (1,209 votes) and challenger Jeff Stahl, K4BH,
(1,281 votes).

In the other contested race, incumbent Director John Robert Stratton, N5AUS,
defeated challenger Madison Jones, W5MJ, to be re-elected as Director of the West
Gulf Division. The vote was 2498 for Stratton and 1,405 for Jones.

Seats for Director and Vice Director in three other ARRL Divisions – Pacific
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(Director Jim Tiemstra, K6JAT, and Vice Director Kristen McIntyre, K6WX);
Rocky Mountain (Director Jeff Ryan, K0RM, and Vice Director Robert Wareham,
N0ESQ); and Southwestern (Director Richard Norton, N6AA)  were unchallenged,
with incumbents running for election in all but one case. Also, in the West Gulf
Division Vice Director Lee Cooper, W5LHC, was running unopposed. In the
Southwestern Division, Mark Weiss, K6FG, ran unopposed for the seat being
vacated by Ned Stearns, AA7A.

All candidates having no opposition were declared elected at the close of the
nominations period.

Ham Happenings

DX
From To Prefix Call, () is the IOTA designation
01-Dec ??? FK FK/F4HPX              
01-Dec ??? HH 4V1000      
01-Dec ??? TT TT8SN
01-Dec 01-Apr P2 P29ZL             
01-Dec 01-Mar J7 J79WTA          
01-Dec 02-Dec YB YB9/DL3KZA (OC-150) 
01-Dec 04-Dec 4X 4X4/PY2EMI    
01-Dec 06-Apr HS HS0ZME       
01-Dec 06-Dec VE VY0ERC (NA-008)    
01-Dec 09-Dec C6A C6AGU        
01-Dec 15-Dec TR TR8CR              
01-Dec 16-Dec VU AU2JCB, AU3JCB, AU5JCB         
01-Dec 25-Dec ON OR0YAL         
01-Dec 28-Dec 9G 9G5GS
01-Dec 28-Feb CE9 ZS7ANF         
01-Dec 31-Dec CE CE2ML        
01-Dec 31-Dec FK FK8CJ    
01-Dec 31-Dec HC HC2PY      
01-Dec 31-Dec JD1/O JF7MTO/JD1      
01-Dec 31-Dec S7 S79VU             
01-Dec 31-Dec SP SP60DXC           
01-Dec 31-Dec SV5 SV5/G2JL         
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01-Dec 31-Dec T6 T6AA               
01-Dec 31-Dec Z8 Z81C                
02-Dec 10-Dec V6 V6K (OC-010)
02-Dec 20-Dec XT XT2AW
02-Dec 28-Feb 9M2 9M2MRS
02-Dec 05-Jan HC HC3/EA5RM
02-Dec 09-Dec VK VK2IAY/4 (OC-142)
04-Dec 13-Dec FS TO9W
04-Dec 16-Dec XW XW4XR
13-Dec 15-Dec 6W 6V1A (AF-045)
14-Dec 08-Jan HS HS0ZNR
15-Dec 21-Dec HC HC5JLT
21-Dec 28-Dec HB0 HB0/DL2SBY
DX source s - The Daily DX, 425 DX News, or DX Zone

Contesting

December RadioSport Highlights

December marks the end of the fall contesting season. There are four major
contests and just three smaller DX contests scheduled. Because of the dominance
of the major contests, there are no state QSO parties scheduled.  WA7BNM
Contest Calendar lists 58 sponsored activities for December worldwide, so there
are still more than enough contests scheduled to keep you busy depending on your
interest – phone, CW or digital. 

Major Contests

The ARRL takes center stage again this month with two single band contests.  The
ARRL 160-Meter Contest is the first weekend of December and the ARRL 10
Meter Contest follows the next weekend. Both of these contests have unique
propagation associated with the band, so, if you are not familiar with the querks of
10 and 160 Meters, check out their proagation characteristics before attempting to
operate. Another concern is with antennas. Most will work to some degree on 10
meters, but 160 meters requires a larger antenna or a multi-band antenna tuned for
it. 160 Meters has another major contest the end of the month with the Stew Perry
Topband Challenge. (160 Meters is nicknamed the “Topband.”)
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FT8 and FT4 enthusiasts have another contest this month. The FT Roundup was
known last year as the FT8 Roundup, but FT4 has come on the scene now. Please
check the rules to find the correct operating sub-bands. If a sub-band becomes
crowded, move the radio dial frequency up in 2 kHz increments, as needed. (For
example: 7.080, 7.082, 7.084, 7.086 and 7.088). Also note that you are limited to
100 watts, so please turn that linear off. Also, be sure that your WSJT-X software
is up-to-date. The releases before 2.0 do not support contesting. States, Provinces
and all DXCC entities count as multipliers.

Minor DX Contests

As mentioned earlier, only a few smaller DX contests are scheduled in December
because of the competition of the major contests.

Two DX contests sponsored by countries in Eastern Europe are scheduled for the
weekend before Christmas. CW operators have the Croatian CW Contest and the
only RTTY contest for the month is the OK DX RTTY Contest from
Czechoslovakia. Both are good for a few hours on the air as a break from the
holiday rush.

In between Christmas and New Years Day there is the RAC Winter Contest.
Although you can work anyone, Canadian stations and Radio Amateurs of Canada
club stations are worth more points than non-VE. Plus, the 13 Canadian provinces
and territories count as multipliers. 

State QSO Parties

Because they can’t compete against the major contests, there are no state QSO
parties in December.

Summary
Start of Contest Modes

Contest Type Date Time CW SSB RTTY Other Digital

ARRL 160-Meter Contest Major Dec 6 2200Z C

FT Roundup Major Dec 7 1800Z D

ARRL 10-Meter Contest Major Dec 14 0000Z C S

OK DX RTTY Contest DX Dec 21 0000Z R

Croatian CW Contest DX Dec 21 1400Z C
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RAC Winter Contest DX Dec 28 0000Z C S

Stew Perry Topband Challenge Major Dec 28 1500Z C

As you can see, this is the month for single band major contests. If you have never
contested, everyone has a first time. If your rig and antenna will work on 10 or 160
Meters, give one of them a try. There won’t be wall-to-wall stations like the usual
Major contests.

Before participating in any of these contests or events, please
familiarize yourself with the frequencies, exchanges, rules, etc.
associated with the event. The WA7BNM Contest Calendar
(http://www.contestcalendar.com//index.html) can provide most of
the information, as well as a link to the contest’s home page, which

will give you a “flavor” for the contest and let you know about any bonus stations
or plaques awarded.

RadioSport (Amateur Radio contesting) is a diverse and somewhat complex
subject area. If you have any questions about contesting or any suggestions or
comments about this column, please address them directly to Stan Zawrotny,
K4SBZ, at K4SBZ.Stan@gmail.com. 

SUPPORT FOR SPAGHETTI 100 SUCCESSFUL

Stan, K4SBZ, the coordinator of the radio support for this year’s Spaghetti 100
sent this email to the hams who participated in the event.

Great job!

I was really impressed with the way everyone worked together on Saturday
at the Spaghetti 100. Even the rookies operated like pros. With the limited
cell phone coverage and the landline outage at the Miccosukee Center, we
were the communications for the ride.

I just got off the phone with the president of the Capital City Cyclists. He
was gushing with praise for y'all. We discussed some small issues that we
will try to correct before next year. For example, we will have maps of all
the rides so that we aren't surprised by off-road riders showing up. The
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distinction between the Metric and the Century riders is also a problem.

There weren't any serious mishaps, but we were able to help with both
mechanical breakdowns and health issues. If we hadn't been on the spot,
there would be a lady rider for the Metric that would still be out there with
no one aware of her leg cramps. There was no one else there to help her. At
least one rider was able to continue in the ride after having a flat tire repaired
by the Mechanics. Several of the intersections were confusing and there
were instances of riders heading off in the wrong direction before we
corrected them.

BTW, including all the on-road and off-road rides, there were about 240
riders.

Judging from the appreciation expressed by the sponsor and all of the "thank
you's" from the riders as they passed us, I would say that there was a job
well done. I hope you are as proud of yourselves as I am.

"Til next year......or at least until the Havana Hills ride in February.....

73,

Stan

The Invention of Radio-Dave WA4WES

I teach history at Tallahassee Community College and online.  A
few weeks ago, I was doing some research into the history of the United
States in the second half of the 19th century.  It is a fascinating period,
but as I did so, I stumbled across a mention of the Maxwell equations. 
They provide the theoretical explanation for radio waves. Intrigued I dug
around some more and soon found that Guglielmo Marconi had sent his
first radio transmission from St. John’s Newfoundland to Cornwall,
England on December 12, 1901.  The more I thought about this
achievement, the more puzzled I became.  Sending and receiving a radio
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signal is a remarkably complex accomplishment.  You have to have
some idea that you can send a signal via radio waves.  That involves a
transmitter and an antenna.  You then have to somehow capture or
receive that signal and render it into an intelligible sound.  

As remarkable as that was, even as astonishing was the theoretical
and experimental work that had gone on in the hundred years before
Marconi’s achievements.  Voltage and current had to have been
discovered and explained.  Ohm’s law set forth.  Direct and alternating
currents discovered or created, and the list goes on.

What I would like to do starting in this issue of the Printed Circuit
is to provide a history of radio that culminates with Marconi’s
experiment.  It is a exciting story tracing its origins in England and the
early 1800s.  The very beginning, however, does not start with volts and
amps.  Before we can get there, we must talk of things even more basic,
numbers, and philosophy

The beginnings.
After the fall of the Roman Empire in 476 A.D.  Western Europe

went through a 1000 year period known as medieval period,  or more
grimly,  the Dark ages.  The Pax Romana or peace of Rome that made
the empire largely law abiding and thriving had been crushed under the
feet of the invading hordes of Vandals and Goths.  Like a shattered
glass, the empire that had stretched from England to Palestine, and from
the Rhine River to the Nile shattered like glass.  Small duchys,
kingdoms, and farms sprouted up with no law, and certainly little order.   
There was no unifying national law, as there had been under the Roman
Empire.  Learning also virtually came to an end, and here and there
monks were quietly copying the writings of the ancient Greeks, holy
fathers, and perhaps a Persian or two.  Veneration or an almost worship
of what the ancients had said and taught, especially that of Aristotle,
passed for education of the time.  And among these isolated clerics
developed the idea that if something was unknown it was simply
unknowable.  

The Catholic Church provided the one unifying force in Western
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Europe, and it conducted most of its business in the Roman language or
Latin.  This meant it also used Roman numbers when numbers were
required.  Those numbers, as you may recall, went something like this: I
for 1, II for 2 and so on until 5 which was V.  VI was 6 and so on, sort
of.  Ten became X, 9 was IX, 100 was C, D was 500 and, M was 1000. 
As can be imagined, addition  using Roman numbers was difficult, and
multiplication was impossible, as was division.  Our ancestors, however, 
solved, if that is the correct word, that problem with the invention and
use of the abacus.

Thus, with some gross simplifications we can say that things
remained essentially static for about 1,000 years.  Life was nasty,
brutish, and short, as Thomas Hobbes, a  17th century thinker, said.  Life
was something to be endured, and with faith,   we could hope for a better
next life.

By the 1400s, however, things began to change.  Italy, recovering
quicker from the slump of the middle ages began to travel the
Mediterranean Sea, and the Italians soon became masters in trade,
especially with the Levant, or eastern Mediterranean.  In time, and for
several reasons, the Spanish, Portuguese, and English began to covet the
wealth that the Italians were accumulating.  And it is about this time that
there began to be a shift in the way they looked at life.  Life was no
longer simply a brief period of misery before a happier afterlife.  Instead,
the thinking evolved that, no, there is something in this life worth living. 
Now is our time on the stage so we should make the most of it.  Carpe
Diem, or  Seize the Day.

 Thus, in stead of accepting our lot in life, we should actively seek
out the unknown.  In short, unlike their medieval or dark age brethren,
those of the Renaissance and later the Enlightenment, rejected the
doctrine that the unknown was unknowable.  Instead, the unknown was
simply that which was not yet known or discovered.  Hence, the
Portuguese first, and then the Spanish and English would go on voyages
of exploration to discover, as the Disney character Pocohantas will sing,
what is “Just around the river bend.”
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Hence, there is a rebirth or renaissance in Europe in the 1400s, and
an Enlightenment there in the late 1600s and early 1700s that will see
men such as Copernicus, Galileo, and Newton, push back the curtains of
darkness their medieval ancestors had accepted and sought to find new
and better explanations for the world.  Hence, we find the earliest and
most brilliant forms of scientific inquiry, first of the sky with astronomy
and then with more prosaic worldly problems.

One of the significant issue these early scientists had was
explaining their theories or discoveries.  It was difficult because much of
Europe until this period was stuck using Roman numerals.  Accounting
and other financial records used them, and it was utterly frustrating.

That situation began to change in the 13th century when the Italian
Leonardo Fibonacci published his book, “The Book of Calculations,” 
which introduced a new way of counting.  The Hindu-arabic numbers
presented a significantly different way of looking at things, numbers, or
stuff.  In that system, nine characters, or numbers if you will, stand for
the numbers 1 through 9.  They were then strung in a sequence such as
14789, with the numbers’ place in the sequence, indicating how much
weight or worth it had.  Significantly, this number system initially had
no zero.  That major omission will be corrected by the seventh century.

The Hindu-Arabic numbers found slow, but steady acceptance in
western Europe.  There was some resistance, however, and in 1298, the
city council of Florence, for example, banned the use of zero entirely. 
Nonetheless, the advantages of the new way to count and calculate were
so many and obvious that the spread of the Hindu-Arabic system could
not be stopped.  Indeed, with the invention of the printing press in the
latter part of the 15th century, it only accelerated.  By the 16th century,
they were commonly used in that part of the world.   Suddenly
accounting was possible, and profits and losses calculated.  Algebra
could be better developed, and significantly scientific observations could
be more readily understandable.

Thus, this new approach exalted life and the discovery not only of
new worlds but new ways of thinking.  With a new number system the
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unknown could now be recorded and explained.
Thus,  by the end of the 18th century the world or rather some very

clever people were  ready to push aside the curtain of ignorance of the
physical world, and using the logic of a scientific method conduct the 
early experiments in electricity.  And that is where we will pick up our
story next month with Luigi Galvani shocking a frog’s leg, and
Allesandro Volta inventing the battery and discovery capacitance.
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TARS Officers

Philip “Chief” Fussilier Todd Clark  Tom Brooks    Gerry Gross   Bob Clark
KA5USN             KN4FCC K4TB  WA6POZ  K9HVW
President             Vice President Secretary  Treasurer  Board Member at large
KA5USN             KN4FDCC  K4TB                    WA6POZ            K9HVW@ARRL.net

@hotmail.com @ARRL.net @earthlink.net      @ARRL.net

TARS COMMITTEES/COORDINATORS

Repeater Trustee: Randy Pierce AG4UU
Assistant: Doug Ferrell KD4MOJ

K4TLH Callsign Trustee: Dave Miner   W4SKG
Equipment Manager: Vacant
Education: Phil Ashler N4IPH
Testing Coordinator: Norm Scholer K4GFD
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73,

Dave
WA4WES
Printed Circuit Editor
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